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Genesis 8:20 Then Noah built an altar to the Lord, and took from every own animal and every clean bird and offered burnt offerings on the altar. Genesis 12:7 The Lord appeared to Abram and said, Your descendants, I will give this land So he built an altar there to the Lord who had appeared to him.
Genesis 26:25 He built an altar there and called the name of the Lord, and planted there; and there Isaac's servants dug a well. Genesis 33:18 Now Jacob came safely to the city of Shechem, which is in the land of Canaan, when he came from Paddan-aram, and camped in front of the city. Deuteronomy
27:4-7 It will be when you cross the Jordan River, you will install on Mount Ebal, these stones, as I command you today, and you will coat them with lime. In addition, you will build an altar to the Lord your God, an altar of stones; you don't have to use an iron tool for them. You will build the altar of the Lord
your God with uncut stones, and you will offer him burnt offerings to the Lord your God; read the suite.et you will sacrifice and eat the offerings of peace, and you will rejoice before the Lord your God. Joshua 22:10 When they came to the Jordan region which is in the land of Canaan, the sons of Reuben
and the sons of Gad and the half-tribe of Manasseh built an altar there by the Jordan, a large altar in appearance. Judges 6:26 and build an altar to the Lord your God on top of this bastion in an orderly manner, and take a second bull and offer a burnt offering with the wood of the Asherah that you will cut.
Judges 13:19 So Manoah took the young goat with the offering of grain and offered it on the rock to the Lord, and it did wonders while Manoah and his wife watched. Judges 21:4 It happened the next day that the people got up early and built an altar there and offered burnt offerings and peace offerings. 1
Samuel 7:17 Then his return was to Ramah, for his house was there, and there he judged Israel; and there he built an altar to the Lord. 2 Samuel 24:18-25 Then Gad came to David that day and said to him, Raise an altar to the Lord on the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite. David went up according
to Gad's word, as the Lord had commanded. Araunah looked down and saw the king and his servants heading towards him; and Araunah went out and lowered his face to the ground before the king.read the sequel. Then Araunah said, Why did my lord the king come to his servant? And David said, Our
buy the threshing floor from you, in order to build an altar to the Lord, that the plague can be restrained from the people. Araunah said to David: Our lord the king takes and offers what is good to his sight. Look, the oxen for the burnt offering, the threshing sledges and the yokes of the oxen for Wood.
Everything, O king, Araunah gives to the king. And Araunah told the May the Lord, your God, accept you. However, the king said to Araunah, one, but I will surely buy it from you for a price, for I will not offer burnt offerings to the Lord my God who cost me nothing. So David bought the threshing floor and
oxen for fifty silver shekels. There David built an altar to the Lord and offered burnt offerings and peace offerings. Thus the Lord was moved by the prayer for the earth, and the plague was withheld from Israel. Inside the Iron Age fortress, archaeologists have found remains of a temple used for several
centuries at the time of the divided monarchy. Although the centers of worship outside Jerusalem were forbidden by Moses (Deut 12), the high places have flourished througho An altar is mainly the place of sacrifice and therefore it must be found where the sacrifice is offered (and can be a temporary
construction.) Normally it stood outside rather than inside ancient temples and was found on the high places of Canaan.Altars are mentioned in patriarchal stories as well as the story of Noah. The altars discovered in the Canaanean sites are made of either a table of hand-carved stone blocks or a large
block of stone. The altar described in Exodus is the oldest known and quite primitive form of Israelite altar. This altar was created from the stacked earth or a pile of non-carved stones. Working or carving in stone desecrated him and modified him from the state in which he came from God and thus he was
unfit for sacred use. The biblical altar must not have steps, although altars with such steps have been discovered in Megiddo. The altar described in Ezekiel is constructed in three stages, each step of which is two cubits shorter than the side below that interestingly recalls the ziggurat of Mesopotamian
temples. Some altars had horns at the corners that appeared on the altars discovered at Megiddo.The biblical altars symbolized divinity in the sacrificial ritual and the victim was aliv on the diet by physical contact with the altar. In earlier times, it does not appear that the altar was used to burn the victim.
The victim was offered to the deity by applying the blood of the victim who symbolized his life at the altar. The horns also symbolized the deity, but without symbolism distinct from the altar as a whole that can be detected. In 732 BC Ahaz had an altar made on the model of an altar he saw in Damascus,
but the exact details of the construction are not provided. In the New Testament, references to the altars referred exclusively either to the altar of the temple in Jerusalem, or to the altar of incense or the altars of pagan worship; in the Testament, there was no altar in Christian worship yet. Only one
reference to a Christian altar is in Hebrew chapter 13 verse 10 which most likely refers to the Eucharist. Altars in the Bibleconstructed by Noah in Genesis Chapter 8 verse by Abraham in Mariah Hebron and Shechem Genesis Chapter 12 verses seven and eight; Chapter 13 verse 18; Chapter 22 verse
two;built by Isaac Genesis Chapter 26 first 25constructed by Jacob to Bethel and Shechem Genesis Chapter 33 verse 20; chapter 35 verse one -- 7constructed by Moses Exodus Chapter 17 verse 15 built by Balak the book of Numbers chapter 23 verse one; Chapter 4; Chapter 14constructed by Joshua's
Book Chapter 8 around 30constructed by the Hebrew tribes living in eastern Jordan the book of Joshua Chapter 22 verse 10constructed by Gideon the book of judges chapter 6 first 24 built by Manoah the book of judges chapter 13 verse 20constructed by Israel the book of chapter 21 verse fourconded
by Samuel in the 1st Samuel 7 verse 15; Chapter 17 built by Saul in the 1st Samuel Chapter 14 verse 35constructed by David in the 2nd Samuel Chapter 24 verse 25constructed by Jeroboam in 1st Kings Chapter 12 verse 32constructed by Ahab in 1st Kings Chapter 16 verse 32 11th King Chapter 18
verse 18constructed by Urie in 2nd Kings Chapter 16 verse 11constructed by Manasseh in 2nd Kings Chapter 21 first threeconstructed by Zerubbabel in the book of Ezra Chapter 3 verse two Noah's Altar Source Source In Numbers 23 Balaam has raised altars in an attempt to curse Israel. The altar of
Baal in the family of Gideon that Gideon destroyed. (Judges 6:25-32). Demonic altars go hand in hand with spiritual legal rights, vows, agreements and covenants. Satan is well acquitted by spiritual laws that even God himself binds to these laws (his word is his law). Today, Christians lack enormous
knowledge and rely on prayers, with biblical reference to support their ignorance. It is very important that we pray, but divine instructions and understanding of spiritual laws can cause a miraculous response to prayers. When Naaman came to Elisha, he asked her to go wash in the pool. This particular
story is very important because it deals with generational issues. The reason Elisha asked her to get deep 7 times is the fact that the diseases have been in operation for 7 generations. Each depth represents a generation and that is why it saw no effect until it reached the 7th depth. To verify these facts,
when Gehazi misbehaved, Elisha's curse on him confirms that this disease was a generational problem. (Study history carefully) Many Christians suffer from ignorant generational curses, as a result of devotion to the evil altars at work in their lives. Your fathers may have agreed with his gods to keeping
and his children, this gives the demons legal rights over you because when this happened, you were not born again or again, but are part of his children. Some ancestors worshipped idols, visited or invited spiritualists for one favor or the other, and committed all kinds of iniquities. inequities. to the
instructions of their gods. Keeping mercy for thousands, forgive iniquity, transgression and sin, and this will by no means be clear to the culprits; visit (punish) the iniquity of fathers on children, and on children's children, up to the third and fourth generation. We cannot ignore Exodus 34:7. Some Christians
refuse to accept these truths, supporting their reasons with the Scriptures. Wait, Psalm 11:2 says-When the foundations are defective, what can the righteous do? Note: the word just. Unfortunately, with a little effort, scriptural verses can be found that reopens all points of view, provided that one removes
all the surrounding text that actually determines its meaning. I saw with my eyes the deliverance, they erupted in anger, asking the minister if he was there when the fathers dedicated them to him. Demons understand their rights very well, even angels. As you read, I will open my eyes to spiritual facts that
no one can deny. The demons are behind every idol worshipped, and therefore Satan has the spiritual rights to afflict a Christian with a defective base. Lamentations 5:7 - Fathers bones have sinned, and are no longer; it was we who bore their inequities. 1. Altars have the power to bless or curse
(Numbers 23:1-30). Altars can speak and speak for generations (Genesis 28:11-22). 2. The altars are a memorial to those who raised them. (Genesis 17:15-21, Genesis 22:15-18, 1 Samuel 7:8-12). 3. Altars can control the fates of people under his rule. It is a powerful force that can work for or against a
person. (I heard of a Catholic priest who was next in line to be a chief priest of an idol, the deity behind the altar began to torment this man so that he could pull his cassock and take the idol worship) 4. Altars may speak for you, negatively and positively, in your absence or presence. What for? Because
there is a deity behind the altar. (Revelation 16:7) 5. Evil altars empower or propel generational curses. It gives demons access to your foundation. Keep in mind that no altar speaks without sacrifice, and it is offered to demons that comes with covenants and some spiritual legal agreements. Vows are
also made to demons who become spiritual legal documents for the enemy to torment families. 6. Altars open invisible doors in the realm of the spirit. These are the highways for angelic traffic. As doors or gates. Elijah did it in 1 Kings 17:1; 18:1-45 If you wish to overcome, then you must connect to the
greater altars of other great men of God. of them do not sleep, offering sweet incense smell all night to God Have you wondered why in some families there are serious negative patterns that follow them, or some form of affliction that follows them? In Nigeria (Igbo Land) when a male man to get married,
his fathers will investigate the roots of the woman, trying to determine the traits that follow such a family, why? Because at the time, they understood the issues of foundation. There are families who never get to a particular level in life. Some first sons are poor or capricious, others their daughters never
marry or have to divorce, some do not give birth, others do not give birth, others do not, others die at a given age, and others that they remain single or childless. The cases are endless and indicates evil altars in operation. When I first heard about the evil altars, I was not too clear what the minister was



talking about. I almost disbelievered him since I knew my grandfather was a Christian. I looked into my roots, no sanctuary or a place of sacrifice. These things may have ceased, or the sanctuaries destroyed, but until this was done by a strong man of God, what was removed was the physical objects and
not the spirit behind it. Some spiritual cases husband and spiritual wife are conceived from altars in some family roots. An evil uncle can continue to secretly worship family idols. You can say, It's not my business, well if your fathers had agreements to serve these demons, and are not more, but your uncle
continues as the appointed priest, whether you sas or not, you are attached to them because it is an idol of family or practice and your child can be named next to online to be the priest. These evil altars are reinforced at all times by animal sacrifice, libation or verbal confessions. That's why, as a newborn,
you eat or breastfeed in dreams, fly or swim in dreams, sex with man or woman in your dreams, and etc. Sometimes you see yourself in the high school or the village complex, these are altars badly at work. There are also examples in the Bible, in the lineage of Abraham, their first son never arrived at the
inheritance, if you trace the case, you will be shocked by what happened between Jacob, Joseph and his sons, even to David and his sons. Which means there was a curse in operation and yet was almost unnoticed. Foundation issues can travel for generations unnoticed. Circle of imitations, failures,
difficulties, poverty can be attributed to family foundations because of agreements with demons when these altars were set up, some of your ancestors may have said, take wealth and protect me and my children. How then, can this family live prosperity when the devil sees this as a legal agreement
against them? suffer from affliction because the refusal to continue in the worship of these idols or some of its generational curses. Nevertheless, some may succeed in doing well, because they engage in bad practices. So the devil will leave them alone. Let us remember that Jesus quoted this Mark 3:24
- How can Satan drive Satan away? If a kingdom is divided against itself, that kingdom cannot stand If those is rooted in evil, so he is bound to die in sin, except by grace, he meets Christ. It is true that one or two can escape the questions of foundation because of the grace of God, but at some level. In
general, the foundation will surely have strong control over them. Some generational curses can be shown through health problems or bad habits. Some families struggle with alcoholism, feminization, lies, criminal records, cancer, diabetes, high bp and these things can also be evident in children's lives.
Sometimes we give them a medical name as hereditary issues. What about cases of 2-4 crazy people in a family? Does madness have hereditary problems? The Israelites must have suffered from affliction for 400 years why? It could be that Exodus 34:7 was at work for a generation is 100 years and this
could mean that somehow along the line, their fathers may have transgressed against God. I was doing my study on Abraham and I discovered that his father named Terah was an idol worshipper. The Lord said to Abraham, Know with certainty that your offspring will be staying in a land which is not theirs
and which will be a servant there, and they shall be afflicted for four hundred years. God knows everything that will happen, and He has revealed part of the future to Abraham. The evil altars come in different dimensions, and do not respect the anointing. Moses saw God (Exodus 33:18), at least his form,
but the spirit of anger was at work in his life. Moses was a prophet, as a matter of fact with a full mind. (Today born again). You must understand that at that time there were about three or four categories of people that the Holy Spirit separated from himself; prophets, prophets, priests and kings. So he
was a prophet, but a curse was at work. The truth is that what you do not deal with in your life will deal with you in this life. What you have not addressed today will undress you and your children tomorrow. Moses' wrath has cost him dearly, but let me shock you where his anger comes from. When Jacob
blessed his children Genesis 49, he mentioned something that was visible in Simeon and Levi. Edion and Levi are brothers, their swords are weapons of violence. Let me not enter their council, let me not join their assembly, for they killed men in their anger and the oxen paralyzed as they wanted. Cursed
be their wrath, so ferocious, and their fury, so cruel Remember that Moses was of this lineage, Exodus 1:2- Now a man from the tribe of Levi married a Woman Levite, and she is and gave birth to a son (Moses). It was a curse in the operation in its roots and it did not face it, or was not aware. Now the
altars can require a great lot of control. I have seen people criticize some men of God, but when circumstances manage to bring them to him, they receive their miracles, they have prayed for years. Now you can see that the altar wants to prevent them from going to their place of solution. What's you may
be critical of where your solution is. This man, this woman you hate so much can be your solution to your prayers for many years. I've seen ladies, when the suitors come, unaware that they are exposing specific characters that turn off the man. Sister, the spirit is at work and in fact knows those who are
interested in marrying you and thus provokes the display of attitudes that man hates. Donation: bitcoin: 39KCx14Vp7wWcowCDZtQqfjW29sLTu8wjxZ Deliverance ministry has faced one of the biggest criticisms in the history of the church, why? Because it deals with satanic secrets, and exposes the
enemy behind the seen. Gehazi had the opportunity to become one of the greatest prophets of the Old Testament. Elisha served Elijah and received a double part of this anointing. Gehazi served Elisha and was in the right position to receive four times as much anointing of Elijah, but the pursuit of the
flesh brought the curse upon himself. Altars can make you inflict yourself so you don't escape. Make peace with your pastor, the enemy can use pride to deny you opportunities. The altars never respect the anointing Elisha had double potion of Elijah (2 kings 2:11). But it's shocking that Elisha died of a
common disease! A man who raised a dead child, a prophet of signs and wonder; how on earth did this happen? There's something in his life that he looked at more. Every erroneous foundation that my fathers have set up, in the name of Jesus Christ, the son of God, whose death on the cross has
redeemed me from the realm of darkness to the realm of light, I have fun, I go out, I go out in the name of Jesus. Have you not seen men of God who started very well, but still struggle with habits and some end badly? Christians with weakness, who sometimes affect their work with God another dimension
of the altars. Psalm 11:2- If the foundation is destroyed (defective), what can the righteous do? Don't let the enemy fool you, some people refuse to accept the truths and when to understand it, its delay, its still the enemy at work in their lives and they think unaware that they know the scriptures well. How
can you be in such a state still respond born again, what is new about your condition? When you're 45, what do you have left? I want to provoke you in the spirit against the foundation altars at work in your life. The Bibles says ... the older ones will serve the youngest Genesis 25:23 nevertheless, when
Esau cried with an extremely bitter cry, then his father said: When you become restless, you will break the yoke (Genesis 27:29-40) If I continue, the dimensions are infinite, (our book defective foundations aka FF) dealt massively on these If you don't stop them, they will arrest you and not only will your
children suffer. Now the question is, how to make an escape or deal with these altars? I've seen people take prayer warriors to their village or or these things are good and sometimes show good results, says the word of God, the prayer of a righteous man enjoys a lot and has great power. they are also
good ways to confront the altars, but you don't stop at that. In order for you to fight the altars, you must raise other altars, which must be an altar of righteousness. When you take a man of God to your villages or home to pray; just as your fathers did by inviting/visiting an aboriginal witch/doctor or satanic
high priests, they buried things on the ground and made one or two sacrifices to give the means what was invoked. So taking a man of God to pray is a good step, but when you deal with fruit without dealing with roots, fruits are required to return, just a matter of time. The scriptures say, We will know the
truth and the knowledge of it will make you lib. Please deal with the men of God who understands the dimensions of the altar, men who understand spiritual battles. For we do not fight against flesh and blood, but against the principalities, against the powers, against the leaders of the darkness of this age,
against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in heavenly places. Note: we struggle with demonic spirits, you or the man of God must have understanding of demonic operations, you are dealing with spiritual legalities and the high level of understanding must be in place. When an entire archangel Michael
confronted demons who claimed the body of Moses after his death, He did not weld his supreme authority over the fallen angels, he understood the legalities involved in the spiritual kingdom, so he said, let the Lord rebuke you. The Bible was talking about legitimate captives, so what does that mean?
Some are bound by reasons. Nevertheless, grace can intervene when it is called only to the call? Satan knows his right and his places of operation. Job 1:7 - The LORD says to Satan, Where are you from? Satan answered the LORD: From roaming through the earth, going back and forth on it. 1 Peter 5:8
confirms exactly why he was moving towards and looking for who to devour. It proves that he doesn't attack everyone. If you analyze job 1:7, you can see that Job was not attacked until permission was granted. I'm working on another book (Understanding spiritual and natural laws). We must be acquitted
with spiritual legalities so that we can stop blaming God for our weaknesses. You have a role to play and God has a role to play. The demons are behind every pain and affliction you go through. To progress, you need to destroy altars (demonic bastions) and his priesthood. (Judges 6:25-31). To obtain the
legacy that the Lord has given us, we must look after the ancient altars of our families, communities, cities and countries that were raised to Satan. Gideon did this and the Lord brought him into his destiny as a powerful omme of valori (Judges 6:11-32) it means that his fate could not have been filled if the
altar was still active. Don't go alone to start destroying shrines, idolatry in your homes, villages or cities. You may be a Christian, but you may not have the merit of dealing with certain things. You cannot take a new convert and plant him in the haze of sins from which he has repented. There are powers
and rules. Those who have given themselves as a living sacrifice to the Lord can pray, but we do not directly advise. If you have to face, you must act on divine instructions. When you become a newborn, it is when you have spiritual rights to fight the evil fundamental altars. You can't wake up one
morning or after reading this book and start destroying these things. You can attest to cases when after visiting compound to pray, the attack comes. Everything you do with the altars must come as divine instruction. Pray, listen to God either to go or not to go, we were to burn or not to burn. I heard about
a man of God who visited his village shrine and destroyed him with his prayer team while he was on his way back to town that he had and accident. You cannot use the small light in you to face the thick darkness. Imagine taking a candle light to the thick forest, the only breeze will quench the fire. But
when you use the projector, you have a good advantage. Raise large altars against the evil altar, the altars against the altar. You have an altar just must be in place. Connect with the great men of God, through their altars. In the field of mind there is a clear network of altars. The small altars network with
the largest and strongest. An individual's personal altar is connected to the altar of the community, and the altars of the community connect the general altar that governs the territory or nation. Abraham in Genesis 12 - 28 raised this kind of altars to Bethel and Ai. If you wish to have a greater victory in your
spiritual legislation, and get out of these evil altars then start networking with other powerful men of God. The Bible says that our body is the temple of the Holy Spirit. And in a temple there are two main altars, please take note of the diagrams of the altar shown. In your human temple, the first altar is your
altar of material sacrifice and the second is the altar of prayer/services. These powerful men spend days in prayers and fasting, fortifying their spiritual altars and engaging in sowing sacrificial/giving seeds. You can connect with them with financial sacrifices, raise sacrifices to their The altar at work in your
life can determine how far you can go in life. The altar you connect to can provide you with a prayer shield. Through corporate altars, you can prevail against the enemy. God builds a people of power. You have an obligation to build an altar that will bless and support the next generation. As a church, we
have the power to open and close the gates of heaven. Elijah did it in 1 Kings 17:1; 18:1-45. 18:1-45. your altar, you can enforce God's judgment on the workers of iniquity in your village. Commitment to God's things is as important as prayers. Jesus said, First, the kingdom of God and his righteousness,
all other things will be added to you. This shows how important the mission of the kingdom is. Today, we have a lackadaisical attitude towards the things of God. If you are responsible for sweeping the floors, do so with joy knowing that you are not working for the pastor, but Christ. Please every time you
do something for the church, avoid complaining even if you have been offended. Prayer is the greatest instrument given to us by God. When we connect to God's heart, we change our situation. If you analyze your scriptures, you can see the effects of prayers. Do you know that you can change
prophecies with prayers? Nevertheless, prayer is designed to change us first. That is why before they pray and win God's favor, they repent, humiliate themselves and lament. You must repent of the sins of your fathers, recognizing the fact that you are a legitimate captive. Also have in mind that even as a
legitimate captive of God's will to see you free. Are we preying on the mighty man, or are the legitimate captives of a tyrant being saved? It is certain that the LORD will say: Even the captives of the mighty man will be removed, and the tyrant's prey will be saved; for I will fight with the one who fights with
you, and I will save your sons...... 1. Demolish the old altars and repent of idolatry. In raising an altar to the Lord, we must ensure that we do not build on an existing altar that was raised to Satan. That is why we begin with repentance. We have to be very thorough. First repent of your personal sins and the
sins of your ancestors. It must be an identification of repentance as Nehemiah, Daniel and Ezra did in the name of their people. 2. Stand as a priest/king and plead for mercy. Identify yourself as a king and a priest of God (Rev. 5:10). Start appropriating what Scripture says in the book of 1 Peter 2:9 (But
you are a chosen generation...) that concerns you. Our priesthood is after the order of Melchisek and Jesus Christ. 3. Address the deity in the name of Jesus Christ, calling it by name. After taking deep repentance for the sins committed, we must break the evil altars and address the existing altars, which
hinder us. Using the name of Jesus Christ address with the Word of God the deity that was inducted and throw all the existing altars calling them directly by name. God's abomination and right to punish the sin of idolatry on your part and in the name of your people. Realize that every idolatrous altar has
ties to Satan. Realize also that the worship given to the deities behind these idolatrous idolaters that goes back many generations, even to the fall of man is in fact the induction of evil by Satan.  4. Renounce any agreement between the demons and those who built this altar. Renounce all pledges,
devotions, vows or promises made to this god. Renounce any binding word and deliberately overturn anything that could have been placed as injunctions or sanctions against those who refuse to worship these idols. 5. Burn the tokens of the covenant. (Fetish items in your possession) 6. Destroy the old
priesthood.  Remove their priestly clothing and remove their authority staff and their mandate to serve at these altars. 7. Load all creation to bear witness to what you are doing. When they entered these evil covenants, our ancestors invited creation to take note of their actions. Rivers, mountains, sun,
moon and stars were called upon to attend the adoption of ordinances. Therefore, you must also turn to them to testify about your act of reversing these covenants. Each word must be renounced, reversed and cancelled. This is how these words are powerless and do not render them ineffective. 8. Now
you must raise a new altar to God. 1. Find a place and make it a place of worship and consecration. 2. Hallow it by pouring anointing oil, wine or water on it. 3. Call the name of the Lord and ask the three to have a record on earth and in heaven to note that you are raising an altar there. 4. Name the altar,
for example an altar of consecration, an altar of remembrance, an altar of justice, an altar of restoration, an altar of mercy, etc. 5.         Mark your altar. God ordered Israel to use twelve stones to raise Israel's national altar. You have to mark your altar with something memorable. Only a spiritually living and
qualified person can raise an altar. When God begins to speak to the people of the altars, He wants to enter into a new covenant with them. He wants to visit the land. He wants to make changes. That is why we must keep alive the altars of our soul.  You're reading a limited version here. Please visit and
get the full copy or clicking the donation button. Button.
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